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New Neighborhood Business Owners
Follow Their Dreams

orth Beach is exploding with creative new
enterprises. The neighborhood’s resolve to
say no to Taco Bell and The Gap has paid
off by attracting an avalanche of visionary retail entrepreneurs, who are returning our streets to the smallbusiness haven of past days. Here are some of them:

Carmel Blue
1418 Grant Ave. / 362-2583
www.carmelblue.com
Carmel Blue is all about babies. Named for Carmel,
the child of shopowner Sharone Mendes Nassi, the
establishment provides classes and support for pregnant women and budding families and the community
surrounding them. Nassi offers gifts for baby showers
and innovative healthy products for the first years of a
child’s life, from prenatal gifts to baby necessities and
toddler toys.
Nassi comes to this enterprise well prepared, having had experience working with both retail products
and expectant and new mothers. She was employed for
15 years as a product developer and designer for Levi
Strauss, Pottery Barn and other San Francisco- and
New York-based design companies.. At the same time,
she became a certified yoga teacher, a prenatal yoga
teacher, a birthing coach and a doula, working with
expectant parents and volunteering at S.F. General
Hospital’s Labor and Delivery unit.
Nassi’s mother, Nili Mendes, who has a background in natural childbirth education, often assists in
the shop. Nassi says her mom brings to the endeavor a
“solid Grandma’s ear and practical perspectives.”
Nassi sees her business venture as well situated to
support the growing community of families in North
Beach and Russian Hill. “We’ve developed classes and
workshops with this group
in mind. There’s Prenatal
Yoga, Infant CPR education, mommy support
groups, music classes for
the family and much more.
All of these take place in
the cozy living room —
like space at the center of
the shop.”

—Art Peterson

Nassi and Carmel

Bottle Cap
1707 Powell St. / 529-2237
www.bottlecapsf.com

Liz Ferro and Dane Boryta own and run Bottle
Cap in the former location of the Washington Square
Bar & Grill. Sitting with a portion of the restaurant’s
sweet potato fries in hand and Washington Square
stippled in a late Sunday afternoon tableau, I sat down
with Ferro to listen and learn about their new venture,
which evokes the past, even as it tries not to be defined
by it.
After an earlier stay in San Francisco when Boryta
worked as the chef at Sens in the Embarcadero Center,
the couple moved to the East Coast. Moving back to the
city recently, they were subletting in North Beach when
they kept noticing the vacated WashBag site during
their walks. “We were enamored of the neighborhood
and we wanted to open a place for people to chill and
relax with good food and drink.”
Boryta focuses on an ingredient-driven new
American comfort-food menu. Classic items include
grilled cheese, pork shoulder and a burger that begs to
be included in a neighborhood burger “vertical tasting”
alongside the ones offered by La Trappe, Don Pisto’s
and Mo’s. Pacific grouper, pierogies and Muscovy duck
round out the menu.
Ferro brings her food and beverage experience with
S.F. Opera to her role as front-of-house, while former
Bourbon and Branch associate Pete Gowdy oversees
the bar.
I asked Ferro about the name, “Bottle Cap,” and she
said it’s meant to engender a retro feeling and this mood
is playfully evident in their choice of art. A Florence
Henderson face by Jason Mecier, cobbled together with
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layers of empty Wesson oil bottles, cassette tapes and
other predigital age bricolage, smiles down at diners,
reminding us to buy Polident as we bask in her past role
of Mrs. Brady, matriarch of the Brady Bunch, America’s
first family of innocent fun.
Still, to paraphrase William Faulkner, the past isn’t
dead; it isn’t even past and this is true for Bottle Cap’s
site and situation. To Ferro’s credit, she was clear-eyed
about the site’s past and respectful of it, pointing out
they’ve donated previous décor to the library for posterity. Ferro and Boryta have also incorporated neighborhood feedback by introducing live piano, adding a
TV to the bar and showing occasional movies. For me,
however, it comes back to the food and all I have to say
at this moment is: fried chicken thighs. Mmmm.

—Carlo Arreglo

Make Hang Gallery
450 Green St. / (978) 973-6995
makehang.com
Aline Dargie, weaver,
and Alan Robin, photographer, are the founders and
curators of this gallery space
intended “as a place for local
emerging makers to explore
and share sculptural, tactile,
installations with North
Beach’s diverse community.”
Dargie is a sculptural
textiles artist, weaving natural and cultural objects Alaine Dargie weaves
together to “explore the ten- at Make Hang Gallery
sions and beautiful gray area
between giving everyday objects unexpected and funky
new lives.” She is a graduate of the California College of
the Arts, and shows her textiles internationally in both
gallery and guerrilla spaces. Now she weaves on the
loom at Make Hang, completing a new large, flowing
textile every few weeks. She invites readers to drop by
Make Hang to learn about the “slow fiber” process of
weaving and see what is fresh off the loom.
Installation pieces are front and center at Make
Hang, During November the gallery will feature
Stephen Stout’s “The Nothing Box,” which the artist
describes as a piece “that will lead you through a tunnel and into the heart of a sculpture made of mirrored
boxes. Inside you are surrounded by an array of lights
in a three-dimensional grid with you at the center, and
you will feel like you are floating in a void. You may
experience a shifting of space, a doubting of your own
senses; a rift between what you have perceived and the
rationalization of this perception.”
Make Hang is a participant in North Beach First
Fridays and also sponsors regular artist’s talks and
poetry readings.

—Art Peterson

Park Tavern
1652 Stockton St. / 589-7300
www.parktavernsf.com
At the time of this interview, Park Tavern had
been open for just more than two weeks and already
seemed to be a big hit. The night I was there for dinner,
Willie Brown was making the rounds, shaking hands
with many of the well-dressed diners. He later wrote
glowingly about the restaurant in his Sunday Chronicle
column. Co-owner/Chef Jenn Puccio was out ill with
pneumonia, but partner Anna Weinberg spoke with
me about their new venture across from Washington
Square in the old Joey & Eddie’s/Moose’s space.
Weinberg came to San Francisco from New
Zealand with an eight-year stopover in New York,
learning the restaurant trade. In 2004, she met her
future husband, James Nicholas (a fifth generation San
Franciscan), and within three months moved to the
city. She helped open the restaurants Town Hall and
Ame in the St. Regis hotel, then the Australian-inspired
South. Two years later, she bought out her partner to
go it alone, converting the space to Marlowe. She found
Chef Puccio “organically after eating just one incredible

meal at Cortez in the Adagio Hotel.” When she learned
Cortez was closing, she asked Puccio, the restaurant’s
chef, to join her as chef at Marlowe. It proved to be a
good match, garnering rave reviews from critics and
foodies worldwide.
Wanting to expand, the two looked at locations
around the city. The minute Weinberg walked into the
now-Park Tavern space, she said, “My gut immediately
told me this was the place to be. It had great bones, a
well-loved park and a gorgeous church across the street.”
She says she loves the energy of the neighborhood, the
sense of history and pride, and was delighted when locals
stopped in during the renovations to tell her what they
would like to see in the restaurant. She conveyed that she
has a true partnership with Puccio. They are both very
active in day-to-day decisions, including what should be
on the menu and how the place should look. (Weinberg’s
sister-in-law, Kendra Nicholas-Nash was the designer.)
The duo is very serious in wanting to hear from
neighbors. She wants Semaphore readers to know that
Park Tavern will eventually be opening up the bar a
little earlier in the afternoon and will offer lunch in the
café area Friday through Sunday. There are also plans to
offer brunch starting in January. Welcome to the neighborhood, Anna and Jenn.

—Lucie Faulknor

Park and Pond
1422 Grant Ave. / 217-8864
parkandpond.com/
Abbey Herman had a
vision. With a master’s degree
in public administration from
San Francisco State University,
she was working in nonprofit
fund development, but then
decided what she really wanted
to do: work for herself in a retail
environment where she could
support her local community and provide products
that customers could feel really good about purchasing. It was all just a fantasy, though, until Abbey asked
her sister Jessica if it was something that she would be
interested in pursuing.
Jessica, who holds a master’s degree in education
from the University of Washington, was a classroom
teacher of students with emotional and behavioral disabilities before developing her own business working as
an educational consultant. Jessica, without hesitation,
said “yes” to Abbey’s proposition, and the sisters began
working on making their fantasy a reality.
The result was Park and Pond, a retail space that
only carries products that are produced within 100
miles of San Francisco. (“Goods From Near” is their
business slogan.)
Asked about products they would like to highlight,
Abbey says, “That’s challenging! We have about 80 different vendors and we love them all! We’re excited to be
getting in some great items for the holidays, including
candy corn and jelly beans from Jelly Belly and awesome
bath and body gift sets from elizabethW (they’re just
up on Russian Hill)!
“We have beautiful new leather jewelry from
Mahoohoo and some lovely silver pieces from JuJu by
Sarah. We are very pleased to carry Glass Cathedrals
art boxes, which are beautiful wall pieces that everyone loves. We also just got in an exclusive item from
Snapdragon Sweets: Hazelnut Espresso Brittle. It’s very
North Beach! We could go on and on.”
The women could not be more enthusiastic about
the neighborhood. Says Jessica, “We love being on a
small street. Grant really has that small neighborhood
feel, but it also has great foot traffic. There is a lot of
energy in North Beach right now and we are thrilled to
be a part of it.”

—Katherine Petrin

Cykel
548 Union St. / 374-7865
info@ccykelsf.com
Shopowners Niklas and Rocio Pearce, husband
continued on page 10
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
By Jon Golinger
“Art is not a mirror held up to reality,
but a hammer with which to shape it.”
—Bertolt Brecht, poet and playwright

T

his quote, one of my favorites, came to mind
recently while I was squeezed into the Focus
Gallery on Upper Grant on a warm Sunday
September afternoon. I was straining to listen to a
woman with purplish hair speak to the beat of a redwood-log drum. The woman was jazz poet ruth weiss,
once described by Herb Caen as “the Beat Generation
Goddess.” Her passionate reading that day
simultaneously revved up and relaxed every
person tightly-packed into John Perino’s inviting art space. Her words about weathering the
storms of life and persevering through the pain
of injustice did not just ring true – they inspired
us to live more.
That Sunday afternoon was the final day of
THD’s North Beach/Telegraph Hill ArtWalk
2011 weekend. This was THD’s fourth annual
ArtWalk, an event that has taken on a life of its
own and now draws thousands of people to artists’ studios, galleries and workshops across our
neighborhood to see incredible art, engage with
some of the most creative people on the planet
and support their talent by purchasing and
taking home their work. This year’s ArtWalk
– once again orchestrated with efficiency, enthusiasm and flair by Art & Culture Committee
Chair Julie Jaycox – was by all accounts the best
ArtWalk yet (but just wait until next year).
After the ruth weiss reading was over and
the thunderous applause subsided, I popped out
onto the sidewalk. I paused for a moment, took a
deep breath, and looked around. What I saw was
a block that I traverse every single day. But, for the
first time, I really noticed that it has been transformed from one of our neighborhood’s more sleepy commercial stretches into one of its most diverse and alive.
According to David Myrick’s quintessential book
“San Francisco’s Telegraph Hill,” the block of Upper
Grant Avenue between Union and Filbert was once
home to such vibrant gathering places as the City Lights
Publishing Company, Mooney’s Irish Pub, artists’ coffeehouse “The Place,” the Telegraph Hill Country Club

(complete with miniature golf course) and the original
home of SS Peter and Paul’s Church. Over the years these
businesses – and many more – came and went, with this
block shifting shape in character and tempo as so many
do. With apartments above storefronts along the street,
it has always remained a place where residents live. But
in recent years the street life along the block seemed to
dwindle, with the number of “for rent” signs increasing
while the volume of foot traffic and activity diminished.
For whatever reason, this block became what some locals
began to refer to as “Grant Avenue’s orphan.”
But time, determination and patience have again
transformed this stretch of street. The block’s anchors

sculpting metal and materials into
exotic and extraordinary shapes and
jewelry. The Macchiarini family has
worked tirelessly to build community and champion the talents of
neighborhood artists and the wares
of local merchants. They continue to infuse Upper
Grant with a truly unique creative spirit.
Today, if you take a stroll down Grant between
Union and Filbert and have a look, besides those two
iconic fixtures, along with a couple of busy laundromats
and popular nail salons, here is what you will see:
- Aria Antiques: Home to Bill’s rare and beautiful
found objects, which one visitor called “An amalgam of eclectic, selective, and downright fantastic curios from all dusty corners of the world.”
- AB Fits: Top-of-the-line fashions and
jeans specially fitted to your posterior brought
to you by owner Howard Gee, who dreams of
creating a “parklet” in front of his shop.
- Mea Cinis: Inside this museum-like space,
Mike offers unusual, complex and beautiful artifacts and jewelry
- Chinese Community Development Center:
Central hub for this longtime affordable housing provider and senior and youth services and
advocacy organization.
- NB Designs: Bright and sunny shop where
designer Nancy Bui offers lovely clothes, handtailoring and alterations.
- Focus Gallery: John Perino plays host to
inspired shows of photography and art from
across the city and around the world.
- Little Vine: Specialty gourmet grocery and
an instantly beloved recent addition to the block.
Owners Jay and Melissa offer a large selection
of cheeses, pasture-raised poultry, organic beef
and locally farmed produce, with much more to
come.
Photo: Sean O’Donnell
Aaron Peskin and ruth weiss.
The next time you walk down the block of
never left. At the corner of Union and Grant, the Upper Grant between Union and Filbert on your way to
French-Italian Bakery has remained steadfast over the somewhere else, pause and take a look at the way it has
many years, consistently filling the morning air with been transformed. If it’s not already your plan, patronthe wafting scent of bread, biscotti, macaroons and (my ize a shop, step into one of the art spaces to see what’s
favorite) muffins. Near the other end is Macchiarini new, treat yourself to a fresh pastry, or pick up a special
Creative Design, where Danny Macchiarini followed delicacy. Enjoy the pleasure of being in a place that not
in the footsteps of his father Peter and became one of long ago was an “orphan,” but today is alive and thriving
our neighborhood’s – and city’s – most inspired artists, as it finds its way home.

Breakfast
& Lunch

Dinner

Wed & Thurs
5:30-9 p.m.
Fri & Sat
5:30-10 p.m.

7:30 to 2:30—
this is 7 days a
week.

IT’S NOT JUST BREAKFAST & LUNCH ANYMORE—
NOW OPEN FOR DINNERS WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

Sean O’Donnell
Handyman

“Anything can be fixed
except a fallen soufflé.”

307-1205
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By Catherine Accardi

Castle on the Hill

C

astle “(from Latin castellum) a type of fortified
structure built and inhabited in Europe during
the Middle Ages by European nobility.”
Rarely does one find a castle clinging to a hill in the
center of an urban area. Julius’ Castle, at 302 Greenwich
St. where it meets Montgomery Street, is the exception.
The castle, while certainly well built (although not quite
“fortified”), was the residence and business establishment of a beloved San Francisco “noble” by the name
of Julius Roz. Julius’ Castle was a leading San Francisco
restaurant for more than 87 years, and is San Francisco
landmark No. 121, designated as such on Oct. 5, 1980.

The History
So, how did this urban castle come to be? It all
began with building permit No. 114873 (dated March
20, 1923), when Roz, a local Italian restaurateur, began
work on the castle-like structure perched on one of
Telegraph Hill’s many precipices. In 1886, the site had
been the location of Michael Crowley’s two-story grocery store. Later, the John Mini family built their home
there only to have it destroyed around 1918 by fire. In
1924, less than a year after construction on the Castle
began, food service was under way, establishing Julius’
Castle as among the oldest San Francisco restaurants at
its original location with its original name.
With Roz’s collaboration, civil engineer and architect Louis Mastropasqua designed this amazing structure that combines fairytale elements, such as pointed
arched windows and medieval-style battlements on
the upper balconies, all mixed with Gothic Revival and
Arts-and-Crafts influences. Interior wood paneling
was reputedly purchased by Roz from the city’s 1915
Panama Pacific International Exposition. The words
“Julius’ Castle,” on redwood on the front, were added by
Roz in 1928.
At the time, Montgomery Street was little more
than a dirt trail wide enough for one vehicle. Because
the street was so narrow, a turntable was installed in
1931 at the dead-end in front of the castle and an
employee turned cars around and parked them.
During Prohibition, Julius’ Castle became a speakeasy for the carriage trade. Its patrons watched the
Bay Bridge being constructed and completed in 1936.
Regulars witnessed the apparition of Treasure Island
as it was dredged from the bottom of the bay for the
World’s Fair of 1939-40. They also saw the wartime
fleet moving in and out during World War II.
When Julius Roz died in 1943, the property passed
through several owners, though it always retained its
name. It had been a popular celebrity hangout for local
politicians (Table 34 was the mayor’s table), musicians
such as Huey Lewis and Hollywood actors, including
Robert Redford, Cary Grant, Sean Connery, Marlon
Brando and Ginger Rogers. Even famed Mount Everest

Julius’ Castle below Coit Tower on the east slope of Telegraph Hill

Courtesy San Francisco History Room, S.F. Main Library.

have a glimpse of an epicure’s heaven.”
He was friends with many other local business
persons and residents, including Harry Lafler, an artist and
newspaperman and owner of the
“Compound,’’ consisting of five or
so cottages where artists lived, just
across the street from Julius Castle
on the Greenwich Steps. Thus
Roz’s association with Bohemian
North Beach.
Roz lived in the apartment
above the restaurant with his wife,
daughter and two dogs, from which
he was inseparable. Elmer Gavello,
of Lucca’s restaurant, describes seeing Roz with his dogs. “I’ll never
forget him driving down Union
Mr. Julius Roz
Street in North Beach in a yellow
Julius Roz was born in Turin,
Chrysler Imperial convertible…
Italy, around 1868. He arrived in
He always had the convertible’s
San Francisco in 1902, working in Louis Mastropasqua
top down and two beautiful colvarious North Beach restaurants Courtesy San Francisco History Room, S.F. Main Library.
lie dogs in the rumble seat, which
as a bus boy and waiter. Later, he
had its own windshield and side
became manager of several eateries, including the Dante windows to keep the wind off the dogs…What a magRestaurant at 536 Broadway. At Julius’ Castle, he was all nificent sight!”
things to the restaurant: buyer, chef and maître d’. A 1939
city guide comments on Roz’s cooking: “To taste his fish The Architect, Louis Mastropasqua
Louis Mastropasqua was born in Brescia, Italy,
sauce supreme, his tagliarini and his banana soufflé is to
near Milan, in 1870, graduating in 1899
from the Italian Royal Polytechnic School,
specializing in civil engineering and architecture. He traveled, studying architecture
and art in Japan, China and Africa before
his arrival at San Francisco in 1902. He
spoke no English, but quickly learned
the language and established himself as
an architect of repute in the Italian community, especially after the building boom
following the 1906 earthquake and fire.
One of Mastropasqua’s first designs
was the Nunziato pasta factory at 415
Broadway near Montgomery. In addition, he designed a number of residences, including the Charles Bovone house
(1908) at 68 Macondary. He was also a
noted cartoonist for the Italian paper “La
Vita Italiana.”
Historic
records
indicate
Mastropasqua’s collaboration with Roz
on the unique design of the Castle was
in part inspired by Frederick O. Layman’s
wooden castle, which had stood nearby
atop Telegraph Hill between 1882 and
1903. Layman built the “German” castle
climber Sir Edmund Hillary was a patron.
With help from the Telegraph Hill Dwellers, the
property earned landmark status
in 1980, just prior to purchase
by San Franciscan Jeffrey Pollack.
The local restaurant mogul would
become the castle’s longest-running proprietor, owning and operating it for 26 years. The Pollacks
sold the property to Jim Payne in
2006. He refurbished the interior,
made several interior alterations
and reopened in 2007, only to
close in 2008. Now it remains,
closed and seemingly abandoned
after operating as a restaurant for
more than 80 years.

continued on page 5
Courtesy San Francisco History Room, S.F. Main Library.
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P L A N N I N G & Z O N I N G R E P O RT
By Nancy Shanahan

THD Wins Latest Battle in Decades-Long Fight Over
Development of Cliff Face at 1171 Sansome St. /
88 Calhoun Terrace

T

his large vacant cliff lot – that extends from
the top to the bottom of the Hill — has been
the subject of numerous failed subdivision
and development proposals for the last third of a century. The lot, known as 1171 Sansome St./88 Calhoun
Terrace, located on the eastern slope of Telegraph Hill,
is an incredibly sensitive and geologically unstable site
with a long history of rock slides and falling debris. The
slope is so steep that it has a grade of 65 percent in some
locations. Consistent with decades of past city decisions, the Board of Supervisors unanimously rejected
the developer’s most recent attempt to circumvent environmental review.
In 1982, a 12-story office/residential complex on
Sansome Street was proposed. Frieda Klussman, the
famous Telegraph Hill resident who stopped the city
from dismantling the last of its cable car lines, led the
charge to oppose this development proposal. In 1995,
the same owner proposed to split the lot into three
parcels. Townhouse units were proposed at the bottom of the cliff on Sansome Street, while a residential structure was proposed at the top of the cliff on
Calhoun Terrace. In 1998, the project sponsor again
applied for a three-lot subdivision of the subject parcel.
All were rejected, withdrawn, or failed and the vertical
greenbelt on the eastern slope of Telegraph Hill still
remains. In a letter to the project sponsor in 1998, the
Planning Department concluded that although minor
subdivisions are usually exempt
from California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) review,
because the project site has a
slope greater than 20 percent, the
law requires the department to
review the proposal for possible
environmental impacts.
Fast forward to 2011. In order
to avoid environmental review,
the project sponsor convinced
the Planning Department that he
only wanted to subdivide the lot
and had no development plans.
For the first time since 1982, the
Planning Department succumbed
to the project sponsor and issued
a determination that the proposal
needed no environmental review.
THD joined in support of an
appeal of this determination by
Cliff face at 88
nearby neighbors to the Board of
Supervisors, where we prevailed with a unanimous vote
overturning the Planning Department’s determination
and requiring environmental review.

Entertainment Commission Acts in Conflict with
Zoning Controls and ABC License Requirements
at 1337 Grant Ave.
Formerly occupied by Mojito, the storefront at
1337 Grant Ave. has been taken over by Tupelo (dba
Mosquito LLC). Under existing zoning controls and its
A Type 47 ABC license, the premises are required to be
operated as a full-service restaurant — a “bona fide eating place”* — and not as a nightclub and bar. Because
past violations of these controls went unchecked, this
location earned a reputation for late-night fights and
violence. Ignoring the existing controls and the recommendations of the North Beach Merchants Association,
THD and the Police Department, the new owner
applied for, and the Entertainment Commission grant* Under the provisions of the San Francisco Planning Code
governing a “bona fide eating place,” which mirror the requirements
for a Type 47 ABC license:
“A minimum of 51 percent of the restaurant’s gross receipts shall be
from food sales prepared and sold to guests on the premises.” (S.F.
Planning Code Section 790.142(e).)

4

ed, a permit for live entertainment, seven nights a week
until 1 a.m. on weeknights and 1:30 a.m. on weekends,
with only nominal food service. Subsequently, the
Planning Department informed the Entertainment
Commission that its approval conflicts with Planning
Commission authorizations and requested that the
entertainment permit be rescinded or amended with
conditions to ensure conformity with Planning Code
and commission authorizations.

Telegraph Hill Historic District is Ground Zero
for Major Project Proposals.
Perhaps the motivation is the America’s Cup and
the desire to enhance viewing opportunities, or maybe
it’s just a coincidence in these tough economic times,
but suddenly there are a number of significant project
proposals in the Telegraph Hill Historic District. Each
project is subject to the design guidelines contained in
the Planning Code for the district and to review by the
city’s Historic Preservation Commission.
• 1460 Montgomery St. – A proposal to expand this
structure into the rear yard open space shared by the
historic cottage at 285-87 Greenwich and displace
tenants has, so far, failed to garner the support of the
Historic Preservation Commission. The out-of-town
project sponsor, who recently purchased the property,
claims he is in the process of redesigning the project to
be consistent with the historic district guidelines. It is
hoped he will allow the long-term tenants to remain.
• 20-22 Darrell Pl. – The proposal to significantly
remodel the interior and exterior of this structure
would not expand the building’s envelope. THD is
working with the project sponsor’s architect in an
attempt to ensure that the design
is compatible with the historic
district.
• 17 Alta St. – A rear addition is proposed to this 1876
home located at the end of Alta
Street. THD is working with the
project sponsors to help make
it consistent with the district
guidelines.
• 260 Green St. (at Calhoun
Terrace) – Significant interior
and exterior changes are proposed by the new owners to
this home perched on the edge
of the precipitous cliff on the
eastern slope of Telegraph
Hill. The house was designed
in the Craftsman/Second Bay
Tradition style for its original
Calhoun Terrace
owner, Frieda Klussman, who is
mentioned above in connection
with her efforts to prevent the cliff-side development at
1171 Sansome St./88 Calhoun Terrace.

AT&T Moves Ahead With Plans to Install
725 Refrigerator-Sized Utility Boxes
San Francisco Beautiful and the Planning
Association of the Richmond appealed the Planning
Department’s determination that locating 725 refrigerator-sized boxes on the congested sidewalks of San
Francisco would have no negative impacts on aesthetics
or pedestrians. The Board of Supervisors rejected the
appeal on a slim 6-to-5 vote. In explaining his swing vote
in favor of AT&T, Supervisor Scott Weiner claimed to
have secured a commitment that neighborhoods would
have input on each proposed installation. Stay tuned to
learn what AT&T plans for North Beach/Telegraph
Hill. We sent AT&T a letter requesting information on
all proposed sites in our area. We’ll keep you posted.

Salesian Boys’ & Girls’ Club Addition
& Renovation Project
The Salesian Boys’ and Girls’ Club, located at 680
Filbert St./1836 Powell St., is moving ahead with

plans to renovate and expand its
recreational facilities by adding a
7,150 square-foot floor on top of its
two-story building to accommodate
a dance studio, meeting room for the girls’ club and
new offices. The new floor will be set back 15 feet from
Powell Street and be constructed of scored concrete to
blend with the character of the neighborhood buildings.
Improvements are also proposed to soften the existing
Powell Street wall by adding plantings and by painting
the garage doors.

Planning Department, Supervisors Push
Measures That Impact Neighborhood
New “Limited Live-Performance Permits”
Newly enacted provisions of the planning and
police codes, sponsored by Supervisor Ross Mirkarimi,
allows for cafes, restaurants and other businesses to
have live performances as an “accessory use,” subject to a
number of (unenforceable) conditions:
• The area devoted to performances would not exceed
200 square-feet;
• Limited live-performance is permitted until 10 p.m.;
• DJ performance is not permitted; and
• Audible noise is not allowed outside the business.
These new permits are available from the
Entertainment Commission for a nominal fee.

Proposal to Overhaul 1986 Neighborhood
Commercial District (NCD) Controls
Another piece of legislation sponsored by Mirkarimi
completely overhauls the NCD legislation enacted with
significant neighborhood and THD involvement in
1986. Years of careful legislative work within individual
neighborhoods and commercial districts stand to be
undone, if this legislation passes in its current form. It is
a “one-size-fits-all” approach that conflicts with many of
the controls now in effect to address issues of neighborhood character and residential livability unique to the
archipelago of San Francisco neighborhoods, including
ours. The proposed legislation is plainly inconsistent
with the original intent of the NCD legislation and
would have significant impacts on North Beach, which
is undergoing a renaissance.
In the North Beach NCD, this legislation would
increase the size and number of restaurants and allow
restaurants up to 2,000 square-feet “as of right.” This
would conflict with two longstanding goals of our
commercial area: (1) to retain and encourage smallscale businesses; and (2) to re-establish and maintain a
balance between neighborhood-serving businesses and
restaurants/bars.
We will continue to work with other neighborhood
organizations that are concerned about this legislation
to make sure that we preserve the zoning controls that
keep our neighborhood so vibrant and livable.

In other news:
The America’s Cup is in flux. City Hall hearings
on the EIR for the Cup and the proposed cruise ship
terminal at Pier 27 are expected late this year.
The proposed up-zoning of 8 Washington St.
(Golden Gateway Swim and Tennis Club) has been
delayed, but this massive project is moving forward.
Hearings at the Planning Commission are expected in
early January.
District 3 Supervisor David Chiu introduced more
than 350 pages of changes to the Planning Code that
would impact the northeast waterfront. The Planning
Commission expressed concerns and delayed the next
informational hearing until December 15.
Finally, Supervisor Wiener is proposing to weaken
the city’s historic preservation laws enacted by the voters
under Proposition J (2008). Planning Commission hearings on Wiener’s proposals are expected in January.
Enjoy the holidays and join us in our efforts to
steward our incredible neighborhood.
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Julius’ Castle

continued from page 3

as a business venture and cable car terminus of his proposed observatory and restaurant. Known to residents
as “Layman’s Folly,” the structure was destroyed by fire
in 1903. As Roz and Mastopasqua had arrived in San
Francisco from Italy in 1902, they were able to ponder
the first “Castle” on Telegraph Hill. Apparently, this
gazing was inspirational, as 20 years later Julius’ Castle
was created.
Roz’s castle was well thought out, achieving a
unique restaurant setting on a world famous hill, providing customers with unparalleled views, providing
neighboring residents with quite a sight, visible from
down the street, down the hill, from the waterfront and
from passing ships.

The Landmark

Poster for the film “House on Telegraph Hill,” courtesy 20th Century Fox.

Well, of course it’s a landmark! The San Francisco
Planning Dept.’s 1976 Architectural Survey bestowed
a “high quality rating” on our neighborhood gem. The
survey classifies Julius’ Castle’s style as “Miscellaneous
Exotic,” with its main component styles as Gothic Revival
and Arts-and-Crafts. It is a wood-frame building over a
concrete foundation. A basement contains the compressor room, storage, wine cellar in a former garage and a
loggia leading to the restaurant. The main floor houses
the kitchen and the approximately 64-seat restaurant.
The apartment is above. The landmark report, available
for viewing at the San Francisco Planning Department,
is a wealth of detailed information regarding the Castle’s
architectural merit.

In the Media:
The booklet, “Bohemian Eats of San Francisco,” by
Jack L. and Hazel Blair Dodd describe the Julius Castle
ambience and dining experience:
“…Should you get lost on the way up the hill, the
small boy by the roadside will give you directions as
only a small boy can. Many Italian eateries display their
national colors of red, green and white. Here you can eat
them in the form of red, green and white tagliarini. As
you arrive, and during your meal, Sandy will greet you
with a smile and tail wag as Sandy is a collie dog. He
will ask to play with you. Sandy has played with such
celebrities as Jackie Coogan, Lon Chaney and Douglas
Fairbanks. Yes, indeed, your host Julius Roz, has received
radiograms from ships at sea on their return, asking that
reservations be made for passengers as soon after their
ship docks as is possible. Lunch from 12 to 2, $1.50 —
Dinner from 6 to 9, $2.00.”

In Films:
“The House on Telegraph Hill” – 1951. 20th Century
Fox, Director: Robert Wise

According to film archives, 20th Century Fox
used the front of Julius’ Castle in this movie. Creative
changes to the structure were made so that it would
look like the entrance to a stately home. These alterations to the exterior were created by building a façade
around the castle.

“The Raging Tide” (1951) Universal International
Pictures, Director: George Sherman
One scene from this movie shows Shelly Winters
running out of Julius Castle, pausing on the entrance
steps for an emotional dialogue. City lights are the
backdrop. In another scene, Winters is having brandy at
the bar in Julius Castle talking to a bartender.

The Present
My contact with the property’s leasing and sales
associate brought unfortunate news. The Castle has
neither been leased nor sold. It continues to sit empty,
occupied only by memories.
The concern is that, although a registered San
Francisco landmark, the designation can be nullified and demolition could ensue, according to a San
Francisco ordinance that states that to tear down a city
landmark, owners must prove there is no economic use
for the property. If the structure is vacant, not being
used in three years for its intended purpose (in this case
a restaurant), the landmark status can be voided.
Nowadays, the Castle sits empty, abandoned and
seemingly unloved. Just one more time, I want to walk
by 302 Greenwich and imagine two frisky collies running around and the delicious aroma of Italian sauce
mixing in nicely with cool bay breezes.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Catherine Accardi is a native San Franciscan born on
Telegraph Hill. She has been a long-standing member
of The Telegraph Hill Dwellers and the San Francisco
Historical Society. In 2010, her book “San Francisco’s
North Beach and Telegraph Hill,” was published by
Arcadia Publishing. Her latest book, “Images of AmericaSan Francisco Landmarks,” will be released in the winter
of 2012. She welcomes other information readers may
have about Julius’ Castle. She may be contacted at caacat@
comcast.net.
Courtesy San Francisco History Room, S.F. Main Library.
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The Broadway Boyz of the ‘50s and Early ‘60s
By Dick Boyd

N

orth Beach has always been special. The mix
of people has been a tossed salad. Back in
the 1950s and early ‘60s, most residents were
Italian — or at least part Italian. The religion was predominately Catholic. If you went to church at SS Peter
and Paul’s, you would hear a lot of Italian spoken before
and after services. Even the North Beach post office had
employees who spoke Italian. Today, of course, most of
those behind the counter speak Chinese as the neighborhood demographics have changed.
Back then, however, the seasoning in the salad was
provided by the characters I call the Broadway Boyz.
Broadway was the hangout for those guys. This was
true because three of the best Italian restaurants could
be found within 100 yards of each other — New Joe’s,
Vanessi’s and Swiss Louie’s (now at Pier 39). They could
also be found at Mike’s Pool Hall (now Urban Curry),
and, of course, at Enrico’s, the place to be seen out front.
Lots of the local boys worked along Broadway at a variety
of jobs from bus boy, to waiter, to Maitre d’, to chef, to
owner. I was a partner in Pierre’s (546 Broadway) back
then and knew these guys.
Pee Wee Ferrari: Pee Wee of Tipsy’s (556
Broadway, now under construction) was the “dean” of
Broadway back then. If you had a question, you went
to Pee Wee. He had seen the really bad times and could
answer most questions. He could tell you, for instance,
all about watering down bar booze. Pee Wee had card
games in the back to supplement his earnings. Back in
those days, before Broadway took off, times were tough.
You often had to find ways to survive. I don’t think the
cops really gave a rip what you did, because they usually
turned a blind eye or maybe settled for a free drink or
two, often at night with their wives.
Coke Infante: Coke was the consensus “mayor” of
North Beach. He roamed from card games at Aquatic
Park to the bars all the way back to North Beach. One
time, a cop put the handle on him for a warrant. The
pinch took place across from La Rocca’s Corner (957
Columbus). Coke asked the cop to walk him back to
Central Station, which was then located on Kearny,
across from Portsmouth Square. The cop, who knew
Coke, consented. Coke knew exactly what his bail
would be and borrowed that amount from friends along
the way.
Somehow, Coke had developed a dislike for alleged
artist Walter Keane, the guy who took credit for those
famous eyes, which were created by his wife, Margaret.
Walter was a bad drinker and swore like a longshoreman
in front of whoever was present. He was a lousy liar’s dice
player, too, but loved to play. If Coke knew Walter was in
a bar playing liar’s dice, he would hustle over and harass
him. I wish they had video back then because those
scenes would be on YouTube today. Walter even went
so far as to hire Eddie Ascencio as a bodyguard. Walter
offered Eddie 200 bucks to break Coke’s arm. Eddie just
happened to be Coke’s close friend. They put together a
great scam. They went to Rossi’s Drugs (now the Café
Divine at Union and Stockton) bought some plaster of
Paris, some gauze and a sling. They then went to a nurse
friend and she did the cast on Coke’s arm. When Walter
saw Coke’s arm in a sling he paid off. Coke immediately
had the cast removed, found Walter and in an “in your
face” moment made sure Walter saw there was no cast.
The Coke stories could go on forever. I’m sure old-time
North Beach residents have a bunch of them.
Leo Rossi: Leo was another North Beach Original.
Early on he lived close to St. Vincent de Paul Church.
English was his second language, so school wasn’t a
cakewalk. I first met Leo in 1961 when he was working as a butcher at Iacoppi’s shop at Grant and Union

This photo was taken at 12 Adler Place when it was owned by Frank Guidera. (L to R)—Coke Infante, Vic
Fazziano of Big Al’s, Frank Marino (in back), Maitre d’ of New Joe’s, Graham Melindy, bail bondsman
Photo courtesy Carolyn Infante.
Benny Barrish and Jack Anderson. 

where North Beach Pizza is today. Leo was also a great
cook. In the ‘50s, he started to hang out at Enrico’s. He
would sit at the “family” table reserved for close friends
of Enrico or Lucky Luchessi, the manager. Leo became
fast friends with Enrico and used to share recipes with
Enrico, who was a gourmet, a great chef. Strangely,
Enrico wanted Leo to become an actor in the style of
Laird Cragar, a physically hefty Hollywood actor of
the late ‘30s and early ‘40s. Enrico took him down to
Malibu to live with actor Burgess Meredith. Leo made
a film called “Alias Big Cherry,” but it never got released.
The story is that it was suggested by some New Jersey
bad boyz that the filmmakers might find a horse’s head
in their bed, if the film was released. I got that from
Leo, so I think it’s probably the truth. If you want to
know more about Leo, see Shawn at Red’s Java House
on the Embarcadero. He knew Leo like a book.
Billy Breslan: Billy and I go back to 1959 when
he was a waiter/bouncer at the Monkey Inn on Van
Ness Avenue. Later, he was working at the Red Garter,
a beer joint up Broadway from Pierre’s, that featured
banjo music and male waiters wearing referee shirts.
He would drop by and ask for a job checking ID, saying
he would do it for 10 bucks a night and all the CocaCola he could drink. We hired him. Though Billy was
only 5-foot-8, there was never a problem at the door
when he was working. Of course, there were a few
fights inside, especially when it was a full moon or the
Canadian Navy was in port.
While on Broadway, Billy became fast friends with
6-foot-6 Lucky Luchessi. It was really a “Mutt & Jeff ”
friendship that endured until Lucky passed away in
1999 at age 81.
Gino Del Prete: I met Gino officially when I
opened Pierre’s in 1960. (I had met him briefly when
we were dating two sisters. He married his girl, but I
escaped.) The club was open during the day back then.
He came by and introduced himself. We took a walk
and he told me about the many in’s and out’s of the biz
on Broadway. Some of it he had learned the hard way.
For example, he got caught refilling expensive booze
bottles with a cheaper booze, not even the same proof.
We were all in a survival mode then. Broadway didn’t

really start moving as a club venue until the Condor
knocked out the walls on the Columbus Avenue side.
Gino hired the Vernon Alley Trio and other clubs
followed suit. There is no doubt that Gino was wellknown all around North Beach for his flamboyant
personality. His battles with his wife Gloria Padilla, a k
a “The It Girl,” at the Sinaloa up on Powell were public
and heated. He was a big tipper and the shoeshine kids
all sought him out. Yeah, there were shoeshine kids
roaming the area. Gino is still going strong and works
for Del Curto Properties with Coke Infante’s widow in
the real estate/rental business.
Enrico Banducci: The beret-wearing Enrico was
a one-of-a-kind guy. Multitalented, but paraphrasing
what Winston Churchill said about Russia, Enrico was
“an enigma wrapped in a riddle.” His multitalents often
got him into financial trouble. If he believed in something, he would put his money where his mouth was.
continued on page 7

Enrico Banducci

STEWART MORTON
DESIGNER
Professional real estate marketing with full service
home staging organization for over 20 years

mr.stewartmorton@gmail.com
TEL    s FAX   
P.O. BOX 330339, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133-0339
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Two Pagans
(An excerpt from “Laughter on the Hill — A San
Francisco Interlude,” by Margaret Parton. Excerpted
and edited by William Pates.)
Margaret Parton arrived in San Francisco by freighter in
the winter of 1940 from New York City “and firmly expected to put down roots, find a way of life, friends and a job.”
In the last issue of The Semaphore readers followed her
adventures as she found her own little shack on Telegraph
Hill. In this excerpt, Margaret becomes acquainted with the
mores of some of her neighbors.

L

ucile drifted into my shack one day and stayed
for six months. When Vicky Pike brought her to
one of my first parties, I thought her a charming
child — shy, naïve, untouched by the rigors of the working world. Several months later, when she dropped in
for tea, the impression was only reinforced by her halting little voice and her floating black hair, which always
seemed to be falling in front of her downcast eyelashes
Lucile’s father was an immensely rich lawyer in
Sacramento, and she had grown up among the legislators in the state capital. After much protesting, her father
agreed to supply her with money for a year of art study.
So here she was, with a shiny wooden paintbox filled
with round little tubes of crimson madder and burnt
sienna, a sheaf of fresh brushes — and nowhere to stay.
So Lucile moved in. I like having a roommate. Lucile
wrote delicate and subtle poetry, and after awhile she
showed me some of it with shy excitement and that night
we sat up till 4 in the morning talking about Keats and
Josephine Miles and Donne and Wilfred Owen. Another
good thing about having roommate is that it keeps a wolf
from coming through the door with you when he brings
you home from an evening on the town.
One day, I went away for the weekend and came
back rather early Monday morning to get ready for a
new working week. Lucile was having breakfast in bed,
and a yellow-haired boy with bloodshot eyes was sharing it with her.
I stood there, looking at them, wondering whether
to retreat or not. Lucile put down her coffee cup and
smiled shyly.
“Oh, it’s all right,” she said, “we’re in love.”
That was Hector. They were in love for about a
month, and being the accommodating soul I am, I went
out of town for a lot of weekends, and sometime stayed
down at Val’s or over at Lenore’s. Then one day I came
in and found her in bed with someone else. A fiery boy
this time, with brown hair and fierce teeth.
“He fought for the Loyalists in Spain,” Lucile
explained. That was Erik. Luckily, he had an apartment

North Beach Boyz

And bare toes can get a better grip on the edge of the
washtub while we do the ceiling.”
Lucile dipped into the big bucket of calcimine,
while I pried open the cans of mandarin red enamel and
went to work on the water drum.
“Lucile,” I asked suddenly, “are you typical?” She
gave me an impish sidewise glance and asked, “Typical
of what?” although she knew very well what I meant.
“Well … you know. Men.”
“I guess so,” she said. “Isn’t it the same in Greenwich
Village?”

“No, At least I don’t think so. Or if it is, it’s not half
as casual. People keep talking about their New England
conscience and quoting Hamlet, and stuff. And you
never really know what your friends are up to, the way
you do out here.”
“But when you know,” she said gently, “it doesn’t
seem to matter, does it?”
“That’s just it! You just assume it about everybody
out here — and that’s the end of it. Sometimes I think
it has something to do with the climate and the beauty
of the scenery. Everything is so easy, and lush, and lovely
… there doesn’t seem to be any sense in struggling.”
“Like the Polynesians,” she suggested.
“Exactly. . . .” The red made a nicer contrast against
the white wall, and I thought I might carry the theme
a little further.
“How about the seat?” I asked, aiming my brush
in its general direction. Running paint–daubed hands
absently through her black curls, Lucile considered the
proposition.
“Oh, I don’t know,” she said finally, “after all, a bathroom isn’t a place to be too amusing in.”
So I started on the second bucket of white, and after
a while Lucile brought up the subject of men again.
“I guess I’m really a Polynesian too,” she said.
“How?”
“Well people keep telling me about right and
wrong, but I just don’t seem to see it. Everything natural
seems right to me — unless it hurts other people, of
course.”
“You mean to say there are Californians who think
you’re wrong?” I asked half teasing, half curious.
“Of course,” she said. “You don’t think all those
people who live in those neat little houses with daisy
bushes in the front — all the thousands and thousands
of hard-working San Franciscans — are like the people
on Telegraph Hill, do you?”
“Then you aren’t typical?”
“I guess I’m typical of a certain kind of California.
Maybe of a group. A very large group.”
I laughed. “When they’re good they’re very, very
good, and when they’re bad they’re — Polynesians. Is
that what you mean?”
“Exactly.”
“Lucile,” I asked severely, “don’t you ever worry
about your immortal soul?”
She sat back on her pink heels and grinned at me.
“Don’t you know,” she said, “that a Californian (my kind,
I mean), never talks about his soul, or purpose in life or
any of those things? It makes him uneasy. No, of course
I don’t worry. As long as I’m happy, not bothering anybody else, my soul can take care of itself.”

continued from page 6

Often that meant borrowing from Peter to pay Paul. At
his Hungry i, he helped a lot of entertainers, including
Bill Cosby and Barbra Streisand get a start.
Lucky Luchessi: Lucky was managing Enrico’s
when I first met him. He was a friendly guy, but if he
didn’t know you, he could be formidable. He was a
good guy to stay on the good side of. He would come
by Pierre’s, take his false teeth out and stick only his
head through our entry curtains. Then he went through
a routine of funny faces that would be a hit on today’s
YouTube. Before Broadway, he had worked at joints
down in the old International Settlement on Pacific
between Montgomery and Kearny. These places were
clip joints that employed B-girls to get sailors to buy
them champagne. The bottle was just ginger ale and a
little bitters, which would be given a little shake to make
it bubbly when they poured it. Most sailors were really
greenhorns and never knew the difference. Lucky was
there to protect the girls from overzealous sailors, who
wanted to get “too familiar” with a girl. Lucky made it to
91 before he died of natural causes.
Poopsie O’Conner: Poopsie was an imposing guy
at about 6-foot-2 and 250 pounds. He was also a hallof-fame drinker. More than once he came in and drank
almost a fifth of a bottle of bourbon His big assist to
me at Pierre’s was when he got me in the Godfathers.
The Godfathers helped support St. Vincent’s School
for Boys in Marin. For anyone in the bar business, it
was a big plus. It was the era when the “old boy” network
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of his own. Eric lasted six weeks, and after that came
Pat, who was “such a wonderful labor organizer,” and
Jeffery, who came from “a fine old-line New Orleans
family,” and Frank, a dancer Lucile met in one of her
classes.
It’s so good for Frank to have normal relations,”
Lucile explained sweetly.
One day we decided to paint the bathroom. I put
on my blue jeans, a workshirt and sneakers. Lucile
emerged from the closet in fancy blue satin pajamas
and bare feet.
“I like to feel elegant while I’m doing messy work.

was running things. There were members who worked
for the Board of Equalization (taxes), the Alcoholic
Beverage Control (enforcement of liquor-related rules)
and, of course, the cops. There were also plenty of “connected” attorneys.
In the late ‘80s, I would see Poopsie at Fahey’s on
24th and Taraval. It was on his route home, which
included the Miraloma Club, Fahey’s and the Four
Deuces. He was working for the VA then. When I
moved to Hawaii in 1994, I lost track of Poopsie, but I
will never forget him.
Davey Rosenberg: Davey, a very large man, came
in to Pierre’s once in awhile early in the evening for one
drink. He just wanted to keep connected with the guys
on Broadway. He was always in a good mood. He became
fun-loving friends with Leo Rossi, another Titanic-sized
guy. Once they rented an elephant and showed up at the
“Exotic Erotic Ball,” an event held in the Cow Palace put
on by Margo St. James. Davey was the guy who put the
topless in motion when he spotted a topless bathing suit
on Grant Avenue at Nasimo’s North Beach Hi Fashion.
Bingo! As the Condor’s PR guy, he talked Gino into
having Carol Doda give it a whirl. She was already on
the piano doing go-go dancing. She gave her OK. The
police were invited, but took no action. That was on June
19, 1964. Within three days, almost every place along
Broadway had a topless girl dancer, including Pierre’s.
There was no shortage of girls willing to bare their
breasts. Davey passed away in 1986.

Tommy Vasu: Tommy,
who was known as
“Tommy the Dyke,” came
into Pierre’s to play liar’s
dice with Walter Keene.
She usually had her goodlooking blond with her and
was dressed in a doublebreasted suit, topped by a
fedora. She used the men’s
room. She explained to me
that it would cause quite
a commotion if she went
to the ladies room. Tommy
Tommy Vasu
had the parking concession
between New Joes (now the Beat Museum) and Enrico’s.
She also owned Tommy’s Joint at 529 Broadway (now
the Garden of Eden) and 12 Adler, a famous lesbian
pick-up place downstairs (now Spec’s). In those days,
there was a staircase connecting the two clubs. Tommy’s
blond girlfriend got hooked on heroin; and Tommy
started dealing it to help keep expenses down. This led
to her arrest, which back then the homophobic SFPD
was more than ready to do, even with flimsy evidence.
She made bail but became a fugitive. Eventually, she
turned herself in and was sent to Tehachapi for five
years. After her release, she lived in Southern California
where she reportedly died of natural causes.
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North Beac
By Julie Jaycox

P

eople are regularly quite surprised when I tell
them this year’s ArtWalk was the fourth year of
THD’s event, but word is finally getting around
about this weekend in September.
ArtWalk has definitely been a stealth event — but
the art- and North Beach-loving public has figured it
out and responded by showing up. Neighbors don’t
have to leave the ‘hood to enjoy a great event with a
multitude of art and events (and any weekend is better without worrying about Muni’s so-called schedule). Both this year and last we have been fortunate
to have parking validation from the Golden Gateway
Garage (on Clay Street under Whaleship Plaza) thanks
to the Chinatown Community Development Center
(CCDC), including a free shuttle every 15 minutes to
Grant and Broadway, if your friends and family come

from other neighborhoods o
This year, there was a fa
all weekend, despite the gray
of the businesses and arti
September. ArtWalk was cr
benefit both the local econo
I want to thank all the p
to make ArtWalk happen,
do committee members!; th
the event through donation
time and space; the artists w
when it was needed (most
days seeing what it was abo
ing? you never know); Bar
and map design; and everyo
walked into a venue that we

Photos by Julie Jaycox, Sean O’Donnell, Angela Manginelli
See list of ArtWalk sponsors on page 10
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ch ArtWalk

or out of town.
airly steady stream of people
y weather, according to most
ists I have spoken to since
reated with this in mind: to
omy and the artists,
people who volunteered time
especially my cheerful canhe businesses that supported
ns of food and/or goods or
who gave me what I needed
tly) and happily spent two
out (traffic? sales? networkrb Oplinger for the poster
one who gave an opinion or
eekend. It’s all good!

Looking for a Few
Good People
After three years of leading ArtWalk to a comfortable place in its life, it’s time for me to focus on my
own art a little bit more and work with the less complicated aspects of running the Art & Culture Committee.
ArtWalk has grown into an event that needs more than
one person’s focus and dedication, so I am looking for
someone who is interested in working with the artists
and businesses of North Beach to create a satisfying
local event again next year. I will be a skilled ArtWalk
consultant and fount of information for this new
person(s). Please e-mail me if you are the one or ones
who wants to do this or if you know someone you’d like
to recommend: artandculture@thd.org. Thanks
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New Businesses

continued from page 1

and wife, are photographers by trade, but Niklas also is
an avid cyclist. It’s that passion that brought the couple
to open Cykel, a boutique bicycle store that specializes
in racing bikes. Tomas Pearce, Niklas’s brother, who has
joined the couple in the business, apprenticed at Elite
Bicycle’s headquarters in Philadelphia before moving
to San Francisco. Chris Bonduis, a family friend, has
also joined the business, having worked in the cycling
industry for almost 10 years.
The shop offers great enticements for the serious
cyclist. They are the only resellers of Panache Cyclewear
in the city (a high-end Colorado-based company), the
only Ritte Racing dealers in Northern California and
the only Elite bicycles dealer on the West Coast.
In addition to top-of-the-line bikes, the store sells
helmets, shoes, bike parts and general cycling apparel.
They also offer bicycle assembly and repair as well as
professional bike fits. The shop also carries local brands
of bicycle-related products such as Mission Workshop
bags and Bicycle Coffee. “Further, we exhibit local art
work at the shop that is for sale by the artists. We
switch the art every other month and have an amazing
line-up for the rest of the year,” says Niklas.
Rocio says about North Beach: “We fell in love with
the cozy, family feel of the neighborhood. When doing
our market research we felt that the area was missing
a shop like ours and we think that it complements
the other bike shops in the area. We were welcomed
warmly by all the businesses
and residents.”
The young owners share
another North Beach passion.
Says Rocio,”We are dog friendly
and have Nik and my pup Zoe
Dumplin’ in the shop almost
everyday and Chris’ pup Floyd
on occasion.”
—Miriam Owen

Little Vine
1541 Grant Ave. / 738-2221
www.shoplittlevine.com
Since 2004, Melisa Gungi and Jay Esopenko have
owned a cocktail catering company called “drink.” There
trademark has been handmade cocktails using local
artisan products. Now, with the opening of Little Vine,
the couple has moved to the next step.
They’ve opened a shop that focuses on artisan food
items – “a place for people who love to eat, drink and
cook,” says Gungi ”We opened a place where we would
want to shop. We chose a selection of products that are
mostly small production, and many are from Northern
California.”
She adds: “Our idea for Little Vine started many
years ago while living in Europe, we fell in love with the
little shops that inhabited every corner.”
Asked about specific products that the store features,
Melisa says, “We are very proud of our salami selection
— we have Il Mondo Vecchio from Colorado, Creminelli
from Utah, Olympic Provisions from Portland and
Fra’ Mani from Berkeley, to name a few. We are also so
thrilled to have Bicycle Coffee, which is based in the
Mission. The coffee is delivered on bicycles.”

The couple has lived in the neighborhood for the
past four years, and has fallen in love with the 1500
block of Grant Avenue. “It has such great architecture,”
says Melisa. “We had our eye on our spot for a while
and it seemed to be the right time. Plus, it’s great to
walk two blocks downhill to work everyday.”
The couple’s goal is to create a store that brings
back the spirit of old North Beach, which once had lots
of small stores that specialized in quality products with
helpful service. “We really hope our customers enjoy the
products that we hand pick, since they are our favorite
things,” says Melisa.

—Andy Katz

The Emerald Tablet
800 Fresno St. / 500-2323
www.emtab.org
Della Heywood
and Lapo Guzzini
seem like just the
right people to open
a creativity salon,
whose name derives
from an ancient artifact that reveals a profound spiritual technology. The owners
describe their gallery as a “community
space aiming for a
fusion of right-brain
creativity with leftbrain practicality. We host classes and events to inspire,
teach and unite. We do our very best to provide hospitality to activities and cultural events that celebrate and
embody neighborhood and community life.”
Heywood is an artist and the manufacturer of
SpectraFix, an all-natural, nontoxic spray fixative for artists, now sold worldwide. She says “curiosity and love of
learning led me to open a venue in which the arts, crafts
and sciences can be shared for the mutual benefit of all.”
Guzzinio is a self-described “computer nerd of
humanist bent,” as well as a lover of Socratic dialog,
mathematics and philosophy. He hopes to sponsor a
forum in which “the liberal arts, science, civics, politics
and more can be restored to holistic unity,”
But these lofty goals do not keep Emerald Tablet
from providing a fun space for community learning by children and adults, spanning the arts, crafts,
sciences and more; There are events for all ages
that focus on imagination and creativity in painting, drawing, sewing, poetry, Instructables, printmaking, video, sewing, photography and theater. On a
recent Saturday visit, I witnessed one group involved
in making felt hats, another making paint from
scratch, both under the tutelage of a skilled instructor.
Other classes immerse participants in history, literature, philosophy, engineering and healthy sustainable
lifestyles. All of this effort is devoted to an overarching
goal: “We provide creative learning spaces for children
and adults to enhance their own lives and participate in
the future of human civilization.”
Emerald Table will have its grand opening on
December 2nd. and is planning a party in collaboration with Julie Jaycox and the THD Art & Culture
Committee, a celebration of the North Beach ArtWalk
and the support shown to it by local businesses and the
community at large.

—Art Peterson

The New Wheel
524-7363 / www.newwheel.net
Dylan’s Tours
932-6993/ www.dylanstours.com
Both at 782 Columbus Ave.

Cheeses at Little Vine 
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Photo creidt: Andy Katz

782 Columbus is home to two unique businesses
with deep roots in San Francisco: Brothers Dylan
Thurber and Brendan David were born and raised in
San Francisco, with Dylan attending high school at
Sacred Heart Cathedral and Brendan playing sports at
Salesian’s in North Beach. Now they have opened this
business on Columbus Avenue, which allows them to
connect their symbiotic interests.

Seven years ago, after returning from traveling
around the world, David founded Dylan’s Tours to offer
tourists a chance to experience San Francisco in a way
that only a local could provide. He takes riders on anecdote-filled tours of famous San Francisco landmarks
that offer lots of photo ops. Another tour takes cyclists
to Muir Woods, returning by ferry. Though his business is geared to tourists, Dylan is interested in making
the shop a place where locals can feel comfortable, stopping in to hang out and watch a Giants game.
The New Wheel is a vehicle dealership for the
21st century, offering state-of-the-art electric bikes. It
was founded a year ago by Brett Thurber, a recent Cal
grad, as a statement as much as a business. He wanted
to “assert the value of buying something lasting and of
high quality over tomorrow’s junk, of doing more with
less and living better for it, of participation in public
space over being isolated in private space.” From humble
beginnings demonstrating electric bikes at farmers’ markets and street fairs, The New Wheel has grown. The
firm has provided electric bikes to city supervisors, the
mayor and the UCSF Police Department, and has been
featured in Outside Magazine (August 2011). Thurber
has partnered with City Carshare to help more people
divorce their automobiles. He hopes to continue “to find
creative solutions for people to change the way we move
ourselves, and in the process transform the way we live
in our city.”

—Art Peterson

Brian David of The New Wheel and Dylan Thruber
of Dylan Tours

North Beach ArtWalk
Sponsors
ArtWalk Business Sponsors:
• Biordi Art
• Cafe Capriccio
• Cafe Zoetrope / Coppola
• Chinatown Community Development
Center
• Colosseo Ristorante & Bar Italiano
• Comcast
• Darkside Initiative
• Focus Gallery
• Goorin Bros.
• Liguria Bakery
• Little City Market
• Little Vine
• Mama’s on Washington Square
• Molinari Delicatessen
• North Beach Chamber of Commerce
• North Beach Merchants Association
• North Beach Pizza
• Tony’s Pizza Napoletana
• Trader Joe’s
• Vesuvio

ArtWalk Art Hosting
Businesses:
(* venue and sponsor)
• 454 Gallery
• 850 Greenwich Gallery
• Arata Fine Art Gallery
• Artist & Craftsman Supply
• The Beat Museum
• Bettina

• Brioche Bakery
• Cafe Divine
• Cafe Francisco
• Canessa Gallery Artists Resource*
• Carmel Blue Pregnancy & Parenting
• Craig Fonarow Photography
• Cykel
• Dylan’s Tours
• Focus Gallery*
• Geras Tousignant Gallery
• Jeffrey’s Natural Pet Foods
• La Boutique
• Little Vine*
• Live Worms
• Macchiarini Creative Design
• Make Hang Gallery
• Mama’s on Washington Square*
• MELT! Cafe
• Modern Eden Art Gallery
• North Beach Pet Supplies
• orangeland
• Park and Pond
• Robert Sexton’s An American
Romantic
• Ruse
• Stella Pastry
• Sweetie’s Art Bar
• The Emerald Tablet
• The Space Between Gallery
• Tooba Salon
• Urban Gardens
• Vesuvio*
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Pioneer Park, 10 Years On
By Julie Christensen

T

en years have passed since major renovations
to Pioneer Park were completed and opened
to the public — with Chinese dragons, a
vintage fire engine, music and fanfare — on a bright
blue Saturday morning just a couple of days before
9/11. That makes it 16 years that the volunteers of
the Pioneer Park Project have continued to work with
the city to address the park’s never-ending needs. The
group points to a long list of accomplishments, as well
as struggles and frustrations, as they embark on the
latest projects. Among the accomplishments: replanting the park’s north slope, improved crowd control
and perimeter planting at the parking-lot edge and
improved lighting along the paths.
The 1995-2001 Pioneer Park Project concentrated
on difficult issues such as pedestrian safety, serious erosion, accessibility problems (including ADA access to
Coit Tower), irrigation and reforestation, mostly around
and south of the tower. The result was the south lawn,
the rock wall-lined paths and three new stairways. In the
last five years, the group has turned its attention to issues
regarding the steep slope north of the parking lot.
Many of the challenges on the north slope began
when hundreds of cypress trees were planted in the
1930s. The trees were never thinned as they matured.
Instead, the densely packed trees, usually 90 feet tall

and 40 feet across, were topped and chopped. The
trees suffered from this severe pruning and cramped
conditions. Their solid canopy suffocates the hillside,
leaving mostly scrub weeds and bare dirt below. The
city stopped topping the trees as the work became too
dangerous and because, for many of the trees, removing
the topmost branches would leave no branches at all.
Beside the often-commented-on loss of views, the
north slope also suffers from overuse as a drinking
and drug den, toilet, assignation spot, campground
and so on. Erosion has removed soil from beneath the
bleachers and the bleachers have become an iffy place
after nightfall. Temporary fencing has been trampled
and cut; plantings have been crushed and scoured; and
complaints about the lack of views grow more strident.
Project volunteers and the park’s gardeners finally
admitted the modest trial measures weren’t enough.
In 2009, in an attempt to placate both view-lovers and
tree-lovers and as further implementation of the group’s
25-year reforestation plan, the Pioneer Park Project proposed a phased solution: 1. Remove some trees, leaving
the healthier ones to grow more normally and creating
“windows” through the trees to the views beyond (a tactic
that has worked well at Lands End, in Carmel and other
spots). 2. Replant the traditional buffer edge of shrubs at
the parking-lot edge, both for aesthetics and for crowd
control. 3. Create more effective barriers (including per-

manent fencing in limited areas) to improve safety and
discourage illicit uses of the north slope.
The first tree removals, funded by private donations, were done in fall 2009. The Recreation and
Parks Department’s tree management team, along with
most of its heavy equipment, was in the park this past
October doing the second phase of removals. The
“window” areas will be replanted with lower-height,
drought-tolerant native plants that will provide food
and habitat for insects and birds. Pruning of remaining
dead and dying trees and limbs is being negotiated.
The Pioneer Park Project is also partnering with
the city to fortify the fence rail along the north bleachers
to reduce unintended uses of the north slope (and the
resulting vandalism, erosion and trash) and to replace
the damaged and otherwise unsuccessful bollard lights
along the Coit Tower paths. Project donors matched,
dollar-for-dollar, a Rec/Park grant for the lightingand-fencing projects. This infusion of funds will allow
those projects to proceed as soon as specifications and
permissions can be worked out.
In the meantime, the native oaks planted in 2001
are entering sturdy adolescence, staking their claims on
the rocky, windy hillsides. Someday, when the cypress
trees have run their course, the oaks planted on our
watch will define Pioneer Park.

Pioneer Park
will move to
the next phase

R E S T A U R A N T
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A BOUNTIFUL BIT OF BASQUE ON BROADWAY
By Carol Peterson

txoko
504 Broadway, San Francisco
500-2744
hen Enrico’s on Broadway closed several
years ago, many locals mourned the loss. We
missed the watering hole and the characters
who hung out there. The restaurant that followed was too
hip for its own good and didn’t seem to fit the spot. The
space was empty for many months. Then, a few months
ago, two guys, who owned Naked Lunch next door for
the past two years, negotiated a deal with the landlord to
open their restaurant in the Enrico’s space. Their vision
was to open a restaurant featuring Spanish-Basque cuisine. That’s why the restaurant’s interior pays homage to
the interiors of restaurants in Basque country. The name
of the restaurant also reflects this focus. Txoko — pronounced Chocó — refers to a type of club in this region,
a society of 30 or so people, who get together to enjoy
food, discussion and each others company.
Co-owners Ryan Maxey, general manager, and
Ian Begg, head chef, have been working together since
2006. They ran the hugely successful restaurant in the
Majestic Hotel that was for years on the Chronicle’s Top
100 List. After they decided to go Basque, these highly
talented entrepreneurs went to Spain to study Basque
culture and cooking. However, Chef Begg did not forget
his previous training. He infuses his dishes with French
techniques from his days at the fine- dining Hawthorne
Place where he worked for years. Hawthorne Place used

W
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to be one of our favorite places, and now I know why.
At txoko, our waiter was very attentive and helpful in
nudging us to items we might like. The menu is divided
into three sections: 1. Small Bites that are indeed small,
but also small in price — $2 to $8; 2. Small Plates that
run from $9 to $14; 3. One Big Plate.
Of the four Small Bites I tried, I found two that I
really loved. The Foie Gras a La Plancha is a tender small
piece of foie gras, perfectly cooked, with a golden raisin
sauce, Brussels sprouts and a hint of coriander. The other
is the Local Squid a La Plancha. Like all the Small Bites,
this one comes on small toast, in this case spread with a
white bean puree, chorizo and herbs topped with a generous amount of tender pieces of squid. The bean puree
perfectly compliments the squid.
When I saw a butternut squash Small Plate on the
menu, I knew I had to try this fall favorite. The dish
— Butternut Squash Arroz – created by Chef Begg
so vegetarians would have a delicious choice, combines
tender Spanish rice, with squash, corn, peppers and
Hen of the Woods Chanterelle mushrooms. Another
Small Plate — Glazed Beef Cheeks — is a keeper. A
generous beef cheek, tender enough to cut with a spoon,
is surrounded with crispy sweetbreads, carrot puree,
celery and horseradish crème. This is a dish that could
be shared, but you won’t want to.
As I mentioned, txoko only has one Big Plate. It is
Painted Hills Bone-in Rib Eye steak for two. The steak
takes approximately 45 minutes to cook, so plan on
spending some time in the restaurant. When the dish

was placed on our table, I felt like
the waiter had delivered a whole
cow. It is a huge portion of perfectly
cooked meat — 3 pounds — from the crispy end pieces
to the medium rare center pieces. The flavor is achieved
by grilling in a mesquite wood brick oven, after preparing the meat with a perfect mix of secret seasoning. The
steak is served with two generous plates of seasonal,
perfectly cooked, tender vegetables. Two dips are provided for the vegetables, a Cabernet sauce and a basil,
parsley, shallot, garlic, olive oil sauce. The price of this
dish is $65, but compared to any of the top steakhouses
in town, this is a bargain as the dish can easily be shared
by four people. You do the math and you will head to
txoko with your friends, if you love a good steak.
I am a sucker for anything goat cheese, so when I
saw Goat Cheese Flan on the menu, I couldn’t resist
trying it. The goat cheese gives the flan a different texture, resembling cheese cake, but more tender. The flan
is surrounded by harvest grapes, candied marconas and
pickled raisins. Pastry Chef Ana Paliza-Brown concocts all of the desserts. There are a number of Spanish
Sherries, Madeiras and Ports to compliment dessert.
I have great admiration for these two industrious
young men, who have opened this wonderful restaurant
on Broadway. Ryan says, “We are fighters and can see
Broadway changing in the future, with the help of good
establishments like ours coming in.” We will certainly
be back and the vibe feels very good in the old Enrico’s
spot.
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PARKS, TREES & BIRDS REPORT
By Judy Irving

W

ashington Square: As you may have noticed, a large replacement deodar
cedar has now been planted by Rec/Park in the hole that was for so long
surrounded by orange plastic fencing, and they also planted a small Canary
Island pine beside the one that was damaged (both pines are near the restrooms along

Columbus), so all of Jack Early’s trees are in the ground and doing
well!
We’re still working on a donor recognition plaque for Jack Early. Hopefully that
won’t take quite as long as the planting, but it might, because Rec/Park intends to develop a design that would be used citywide. Our little plaque will hopefully become their
template. Craig Heckman and Kathy McNicholas are working on that.
Bird-Safe Buildings: I’m pleased to report that bird-safe building
standards were passed unanimously by the Board of Supervisors and
signed by the mayor in September. Thanks to all who sent in supportive
comments, and to those who spoke at the various hearings that were held
over the past nine months. San Francisco maintains and extends its “green”
reputation in passing these compassionate and hopefully effective standards to protect urban birds.
In my testimony, I told the story of “Big Bird,” a cherry-headed conure
from the wild parrot flock. Mark Bittner and I have been taking care of her
for 10 years, since she knocked herself out on Bea Taggi’s glass windbreak
atop Telegraph Hill and injured her eye. She can’t ever be released because
her vision is impaired. Marking windows with dots or other designs, or
shielding the glass with screens or other architectural devices can reduce
bird strikes. If you have a see-through windscreen around your deck or balcony, please put stickers on the glass so that birds can see it! You can order
stickers here: www.duncraft.com/index/page/category/category_id/227/
category_chain/227/name/Window+Strike+Solutions/
Telegraph Hill Honey: Little Vine, the lovely new shop on Grant
near Filbert, now carries jars of beekeeper Kate McGee’s first harvest of
Telegraph Hill honey. The price recently went up, but it’s still a great gift
for visitors and/or for yourself. For more info, here is Kate’s web site: www.
heslethoney.com.

Kate McGee’s kids sell their honey on the Greenwich Steps

A Postman Worth
Remembering
By Herb Kosovitz

O

n Saturday, Oct. 1st, in the early afternoon,
about 100 neighbors from the north side of
Telegraph Hill gathered at Julius Alley, off
Lombard Street. Their purpose was to say goodbye and
Godspeed to Mat Sneeringer, our postman for the past
seven years. He has retired from the U.S. Postal Service,
and with his wife, Sandy, will move to the Sacramento
area at the end of October.
People brought drinks and food, dogs and children,
visited with neighbors they knew, and met others. It was
bittersweet, as we all felt admiration and warm regard
for Mat and wished him a happy future, but realized
that for us there will probably not be another like him.
I’m old enough to remember how like a family member
one’s local letter carrier was. After she moved here from
Kansas City in 1965, my mother even invited our mailman and his wife to come visit — and they did.
Those were the good old days. Now we wonder
whether it’s our mail or our neighbor’s that comes
through the slot. But we can be thankful to know that,
even in the 21st century, we had a chance to know Mat
Sneeringer, the real McCoy.

Retiring postman Mat Sneeringer (right) celebrates
Photo: Herb Kosovitz
with neighbors

BOOKS ON THE HILL
Join other books lovers in a lively discussion
of books read in common. We meet the first
Monday of each month at the home of one
of our members.
Call Carol Peterson, 956-7817.
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THD Joins Sunday Street Fun
By Carlo Arreglo

A

s a new board member for The Telegraph
Hill Dwellers, I’m fortunate to participate
in neighborhood events. The recent Sunday
Streets gave me and Lucie Faulknor, another new board
member, a chance to interact with locals and visitors on
a brilliantly hot and sunny day.
Not a day to sell a whole lot of THD sweatshirts,
but we did talk up THD to the masses that managed
to walk up from Chinatown past our booth in front of
Little Vine on Upper Grant. I guess those ping pong
tables tuckered folks out because most of the action
appeared to stay south of Green.
Typically, Sunday Streets is an automobile-alternative event that focuses on biking and walking as a
mode of rediscovering and re-engaging the community,
its businesses and the people. The Chinatown-North
Beach event was actually a walking-only variation of
Sunday Streets and while the numbers may not have
been as robust as other Sunday Streets, participants
seemed thrilled with the intimacy of a car-free Grant,
however temporary.
Numerous candidates for the upcoming election made the rounds. Merle Goldstone and Danny
Macchiarini dazzled us with their juggling. Former
North Beach/Telegraph Hill residents stopped by and
told us how much the neighborhood meant to them.
People got anxious about a permanent car-free Grant.
A cool, young couple on stunning Dutch-style bikes
stopped by our booth and we tried our best to convince
them to move to North Beach because they were looking for a new place to live. I’m not sure if they did decide

Carlo Arreglo and Lucie Faulknor tend THD table at
Grant Avenue, Sunday Streets event Photo: Julie Jaycox

to move here but it was quite lovely to have a relaxed
conversation with friendly folks out in the middle of a
city street on a Sunday afternoon.
On another note: I am interested in reconstituting the THD Oral History Project. Want to join me?
Contact Carlo at arreglo@berkeley.edu.

MEMBERSHIP REPORT: Changing Times

By Chris Stockton, Financial Secretary

I

n October, THD launched Annual Dues Notices
to be sent by e-mail rather than through the U. S.
Postal Service. Our plan is to try e-mail notifications for the next few months. If all goes well, as we
hope, we will then make this conversion permanent.
For those members who do not use e-mail, Annual
Dues Notices will be sent by regular mail. For those
members who do not allow THD to use their e-mail,
we urge you to at least allow THD to send you Annual
Dues Notices by e-mail.

As I’m sure many of you are aware, THD has very
limited financial resources, which are stretched to publish The Semaphore and sponsor various neighborhood
events. By sending Annual Dues Notices, Past Dues
Notices and Final Dues Notices by e-mail, we expect to
save more than $500 annually for large and small envelopes, paper for notices, printing, labels and postage.
If, for any reason, you do not want to receive your
Annual Dues Notices by e-mail, please let us know by
sending a note to Telegraph Hill Dwellers, P.O. Box
330159, San Francisco, CA 94133.
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North Beach Citizens’ Street Beautification Program Is Imperiled
By Jonathan Farrell, freelance journalist

A

sunny day in North Beach means there will be
lots of traffic, especially foot traffic. While the
shops and restaurants do their part to keep their
storefronts and sidewalks clean, the rest of Columbus
Avenue and surrounding streets get untidy very quickly
with tourists converging in growing numbers.
Since 2004, North Beach Citizens’ Street
Beautification Program has been maintaining the underserved areas of the neighborhood. During these years,
Ken Scott (pictured) and other citizens have been sweeping streets, removing debris and attending to graffiti.
“The funding we receive from the City and County
of San Francisco to pay for our Street Beautification
Program has run out,” said Amy Wickstrom, development director at North Beach Citizens on Columbus
Avenue. The Street Beautification Program had been
supported by a $25,000 allocation from the Department
of Public Works and supported by former District
3 Supervisor Aaron Peskin and current District 3
Supervisor David Chiu. Because of budget cuts, the
funds are no longer available.
Executive Director Kristie Fairchild, explained that
the beautification program provides homeless and lowincome citizens (they are referred to as “citizens,” not “clients”) with a sense of responsibility and aids in restoring
their self-esteem. They become part of the community
in a supportive environment.
“Each street beautification worker receives an incentive gift card for a day’s work,” said Wickstrom. The gift
cards help the citizens to purchase food and other vital
items. With little or no income, they struggle to obtain
necessities.
Jeanne Milligan, who serves on North Beach

Citizens’ Board
of
Directors,
said, “programs
like this are
vital
because
they work. Look
at how clean
the sidewalk is
here,” she added,
pointing to the
sidewalk where
Ken and others
had just swept.
Milligan is hopeful that North
Beach Citizens
will be able to
obtain private
funds to sustain
this important
community service.
The sweeping has been routinely performed
three days a
week.
North
Beach Citizens
has prided itself Ken Scott, a volunteer street beautification worker
on doing its part
Thom, one of North Beach Citizens’ first street
in maintaining the North Beach neighborhood as the
beautification workers, said, “We are demonstrating the
landmark attraction it has been. Its work is an anchor
success that comes when you empower people, inspire
for the community and the outreach it provides creates
people and enable people . . . allowing them to feel useful
positive change for the homeless.
and important about the work they do.”

Tel-Hi Honors Gerry Crowley

O

n Saturday, Oct. 15th, former THD President Gerry
Crowley was the special
guest of honor at a dinner at the
Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Center
attended by more than 200 people.
THD board members past and present, neighbors, civic leaders, friends
and family joined together to honor
Gerry as the recipient of Tel-Hi’s
2011 “Heart of Gold” Award. The
award recognizes Gerry’s many years
of dedicated volunteerism for TelHi and her passionate advocacy for
the programs that serve hundreds of
children and seniors everyday. Gerry’s
tireless efforts to secure the private
donations and public funds necessary
to preserve and expand social services
at Tel-Hi earned her the Heart of Gold Award – and
a standing ovation from everyone in the room. Bravo,
Gerry!

Gerry and supporters at Tel-Hi.

Photo: Julie Jaycox

Shoe Restoration
Select your designs, fabric, lining, buttons, details . . .
Ready for fitting in about 3 to 6 weeks
www.homepage.mac.com/alsattire
4 Grant Avenue • 415.693.9900
alsattire@earthlink.net
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Neighbors Honor
9/11 Victims
By Julie Jaycox

T

he night before September 11th, I
received a call from police Officer
Fred Crisp asking me if I would be
interested in helping Mary Matvy read the list
of names of the people lost in the World Trade
Center twin towers disaster in 2001. She had
known people who had died that day and
wished to honor them, which consequently led
to honoring all of the dead. I showed up at the
longitude marker in Washington Square on
Sunday morning to find Fred and Mary waiting for 8:46 a.m., the time of the first plane’s
impact with the north tower in New York City.
It was difficult to think about the huge number of names on the list, and we all teared up. It
was an intense moment, even though the dog
walkers were strolling as usual, someone was
on a cell phone on a nearby bench, people were
reading newspapers as on any regular Sunday
morning. Mary started. She had to stop when
she teared up, but her voice strengthened as
she read. When my turn came it was a surprise
to feel how reading the names did that for me
also — it felt like even this small concrete act
connected me to these strangers’ lives. Many
people who stopped to listen were asked to
read names and they did.

Officer Fred Crisp reads the names of the police officers who perished Sept. 11, 2001.

THD Board Motions
for the

Months

of July-September

2011

Mark Bittner’s account of the birth of the Greenwich Street Garden and the lives of its founders
that appeared in the summer issue of The Semaphore will be continued in the winter issue.

7/11 MOTION: The Board of Directors of THD is
opposed to the proposed amendments relating to changes to
neighborhood commercial district controls as introduced by
Supervisor Mirkarimi and amended by the San Francisco
Planning Department because of its potential negative
impacts on the North Beach Neighborhood Commercial
District and its homogenization of controls across the distinct SF neighborhoods. Passes (7 in favor, 1 against, 1
abstention)
8/11: No THD Board Meeting
9/11: No Motions

HELP THE ‘HOOD
Shop Locally

Friends of
Washington Square
Meet on the 2nd Tuesday every month, with work parties in the
Square every quarter. See website for times, dates, locations.

www.friendsofwashingtonsquare.com
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T e l e g r a p h H ill D w e ll e r s
Voice Mail/Hotline: 273-1004. Fax: 255-6499. Web Site: www.thd.org
P.O. Box 330159 • San Francisco, CA 94133

a d v e r t i s e m e nt

THD BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2011-2012

DIRECTORS

President: Jon Golinger—Jon.Golinger@thd.org

Carlo Arreglo—Carlo.Arreglo@thd.org

Vice-President: Nancy Shanahan—Nancy.Shanahan@thd.org

Lucie Faulknor—Lucie.Faulknor@thd.org

Recording Secretary: Andy Katz—Andy.Katz@thd.org

Merle Goldstone—Merle.Goldstone@thd.org

Treasurer: Tom Noyes—Tom.Noyes@thd.org

Katelin Holloway—Katelin.Holloway@thd.org

Financial Secretary: Chris Stockton—Chris.Stockton@thd.org

Julie Jaycox—Julie.Jaycox@thd.org

Corresponding Secretary: Mary Lipian—Mary.Lipian@thd.org

Judy Irving—Judy.Irving@thd.org

Historian: Katherine Petrin—Katherine.Petrin@thd.org

Lynn Sanchez—Lynn.Sanchez@thd.org

Editor of the Semaphore: Art Peterson—Art.Peterson@thd.org

Termeh Yeghiarzarian—Termeh.Yeghiarzarian@thd.org

T H D C o m m i tt e e s N e e d Y o u
Get involved in our neighborhood and make a difference! Contact a THD committee and help keep the Hill a special place to live.
STANDING COMMITTEES

SPECIAL COMMITTEES AND PROJECTS

BUDGET: Chair Tom Noyes. Contact Tom at Tom.Noyes@thd.org

ART & CULTURE: Chair Julie Jaycox. Organizes events and projects that celebrate the art and
humanities of our neighborhood. Contact Julie at Julie.Jaycox@thd.org

MEMBERSHIP: Chair Chris Stockton. Contact Chris at Chris.Stockton@thd.org
SEMAPHORE: Editor Art Peterson. Contact Art at Art.Peterson@thd.org
PARKS, TREES & BIRDS: Chair Judy Irving. Promotes projects to support neighborhood parks, green
spaces, street trees, and birds. Contact Judy at Judy.Irving@thd.org

COMMUNICATIONS: Chair Jon Golinger. Contact Jon at Jon.Golinger@thd.org
ORAL HISTORY PROJECT: Director, Carlo Arreglo. Contact Carlo at Carlo.Arreglo@thd.org

LIAISONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

PARKING & TRANSPORTATION: Supports efforts to ease congestion, optimize neighborhood parking, and enhance public transit.

COALITION FOR SAN FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOODS: Gerry Crowley. Contact Gerry at gerrycrowley@aol.com

PLANNING & ZONING: Co-Chairs Nancy Shanahan & Mary Lipian. Reviews and monitors proposed
development projects for consistency with applicable laws and neighborhood character. Contact
Nancy at Nancy.Shanahan@thd.org or Mary at Mary.Lipian@thd.org

NORTHEAST WATERFRONT ADVISORY GROUP: Jon Golinger. Contact Jon at Jon.Golinger@thd.org

SOCIAL & PROGRAM: Co-Chairs Lynn Sanchez & Merle Goldstone. Organizes neighborhood social
events, group dinners, and quarterly membership meetings.
Contact Lynn at Lynn.Sanchez@thd.org or Merle at Merle.Goldstone@thd.org
WATERFRONT: Works to enhance and protect our unique and historic waterfront.

Web Site = www.thd.org
Visit the THD website to explore a wealth of neighborhood history and get the latest information about what’s happening on the Hill.

RN wanted to supervise my meds,
2 hours a month, $50.00
Steve 781-1117

Telegraph Hill Dwellers
Schedules of Committee Meetings

Planning & Zoning: Last Thursdays. Call for time and location. 986-7070, 563-3494, 391-5652.
Look to the THD website for information on THD events.

Log on to http://www.thd.org

List of new members and former members who have rejoined since Issue 195, Summer 2011:
Martha Nell Beatty, Wendover Brown, Deborah & Paul Cleveland, Melissa Gugni & Jay Esopenko,
Melissa & Ben Feuer, Andrea & Mike Hanna, Astrid C. Khan, Michelle Krumland, Julia Lavell, Leah
Lubin, Jane L. Rades, Sheryl & Alan Resnik, Robina & John Riccitiello, Ronald Ricossa, Victoria
Robinson, Jacquie & Jeremiah Robison, Janice L. Roudebush, Matt Voss, Wendy Rabinov & Harry
Whitehouse

NEW MEMBER INFORMATION

For a Voice in Your Neighborhood Join Telegraph Hill Dwellers.
Sign Up or Sign a Friend Up as a member of Telegraph Hill Dwellers. Complete and mail to THD, PO Box 330159, SF, CA 94133
NAME: ________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________________________

Fog Hill Market
Hanna Chedyak
415-781-8817

1300 Kearny
San Francisco, CA 94133
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CITY: _____________________________________________STATE: _______ ZIP: ___________________
PHONE ___________________________________EMAIL: ______________________________________
CHECK ENCLOSED FOR 1-YEAR MEMBERSHIP
Individual $30___ Household $45__ Senior (age 65 and over) $20__ Senior Household $35___
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